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PRESS RELEASE
AIDrivers announces its Autonomous Prime Movers
development at global port leader, PSA Singapore

•

London based AIDrivers is providing Ai enabled autonomous mobility innovation to PSA
Singapore to retrofit trucks and cranes with autonomous drive technology.

•

AIDrivers Ltd designs, develops and delivers Ai enabled autonomous drive software and
integrated self-aware solutions to port operators globally.

•

PSA Singapore operates the world’s largest container transhipment hub in Singapore,
handling 36.6 million TEUs of containers in 2020.

London, UK, 17th March 2021: AIDrivers was awarded an Autonomous Prime Movers (APM)
proof of concept project in October 2018 by PSA Singapore. The goal is to retrofit Ai enabled
autonomous solutions for horizontal mobility automation at PSA’s Pasir Panjang Terminal. Two
diesel trucks have been converted to fully autonomous vehicles using AIDrivers’ Ai enabled
autonomous drive platform and have been running on trials since 2019.
The APM capabilities cover the aptitude to work in day and night conditions with different loading
configurations and mixed traffic environments. The multi sensor technology is designed to work in
busy port situations ensuring safety and precision.
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AiDrivers has been developing and using true 3D Digital twin for like-2-like autonomous mobility
automation to carry out complex test cases in a simulated environment prior to testing them in the
real environment. Data logging and AV data visualiser were also introduced in this phase.
About AIDrivers Ltd (www.aidrivers.ai)
AIDRIVERS is a UK based Ai enabled autonomous mobility company delivering solutions to ports
and logistics globally. The technology is accelerating the transition to autonomous mobility for
integrated automation to address industrial challenges, to optimise business operations and to
improve quality of service.
About PSA Singapore (www.singaporepsa.com)
PSA Singapore operates the world’s largest container transhipment hub in Singapore,handling 36.6
million TEUs of containers in 2020. With connections to 600 ports globally,shippers have access to
daily sailings to every major port in the world, operating 24/7 all year round. Beyond port
operations, PSA also offers cargo solutions to customers operating in advanced manufacturing,
cold chain, e-commerce, and energy & chemicals. This value adding service is enabled by
CALISTA®, a digital platform that facilitates trade and helps shippers to better manage their
physical movement of goods, trade financing and compliance.
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